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the practice of tying a rakhi originated in the ancient times.
the raksha in the word raksha means protection. hence, the
word raksha bandhan means tying a rakhi to protect
someone. it has been a traditional practice in india to tie a
rakhi to the wrist of younger brother and sister of the bride
and the bridegroom. this is to protect the couple from evil
eyes, and also to ensure the eternal happiness of the couple.
the word rakhi comes from the sanskrit rakshasa, which
means the fearsome demon. the raksha in the word raksha
bandhan means the fearsome demon. hence, it comes to be
known as the raksha bandhan. the date of the festival is the
full moon day of the month of shravan. it is known as the
raksha bandhan. on this day, the married women tie a sacred
thread on the wrists of the younger brother and sister of the
bride and bridegroom. nowadays, the festival has become a
common and traditional practice in india where the brothers
tie rakhis to their sisters to symbolize the bond between
them. these days, the sister receives a beautiful golden or
silver rakhi studded with red and green jewelery while the
brothers are expected to give their sisters a gift of gold.
although the brothers have the obligation to give a gift, they
do not need to go through the hassle of buying a gift for the
sister. this tradition is now being carried out by the
merchants who offer special rakhi tiffin boxes to brothers,
who come to buy rakhis for their sisters. the sisters will also
send a gift on the brothers birthday to thank him for the help
he has given them. the sisters will then ask her brothers to
bless them for their happiness and good health. the brothers
also keep a promise to do their best to reciprocate the love
and care shown to them.
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Rakhi Bandhan 2022: Raksha Bandhan is celebrated across
the country. People from southern and western states usually
go to other states to visit their relatives. It is important to see
your siblings face to face and spend quality time with them.

There is a wide range of Rakhi purnima sweets available. One
can celebrate this festival with family, friends, or even single
friends. There are different traditions associated with Rakhi
purnima. Different kinds of sweet dishes are made on this

day. Some of them are given as gifts to family members. The
festivities begin on the day before Rakhi is to be tied. The

special ritual called Chatrani is performed. Chatrani is the only
special ritual. Even couples perform this ritual. On the day of

the festival, prasad is offered to Ganesha. The festivals should
end with jhoola diwas. These are celebrated on the tenth day
of the Hindu month of Kartik. This day is known as Panchami.

Rakhi Puja is also performed by some people. On this day,
people visit temples. Every single temple has a special day to
celebrate it. Some of them are devoted for the first time by a
family and others are performed on every festival. Sri Lord
Ganesha is worshipped all over India. It is a sacred day for

Hindus. After god is worshipped, people offer Puja. They also
offer food to the dead souls. Bengali :- Bengali (বাংলা) Hindi:-
Hindi (हिन्दी) English:- English (English) Gujarati:- Gujarati
(গুজরাতী) Malayalam:- Malayalam (മലയാളം) Tamil:- Tamil
(தமிழ்) Telugu:- Telugu (తెలుగు) Urdu:- Urdu (اردو) Oriya:-
Oriya (ওয়ারিয়া) Marathi:- Marathi (मराठी) 5ec8ef588b
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